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The story that stunned readers, sent shockwaves through the Marvel Universe and made headlines worldwide! Captain America has been assassinated! And now Sharon Carter, Bucky Barnes, Falcon, Black Widow and Iron Man come together in a desperate attempt to keep Cap's dream alive. But Steve Rogers' death was merely the first step in the Red Skull's wicked
machinations. As the Skull's true plan kicks into motion and chaos takes hold of the United States, only one man stands in its way -- but is he up to the task? Only recently known as the Winter Soldier, Bucky Barnes is called on to live up to the dream in ways he never imagined. Eisner Award-winning writer Ed Brubaker brings action, suspense and human drama in a
saga that ties together all eras of the star-spangled Avenger's history! COLLECTING: Captain America (2005) 25-42
Marvel's cosmic superstars return in explosive, widescreen sci-fi style! Annihilus, lord of the Negative Zone, has declared war! And as his unstoppable Annihilation Wave swarms into the Marvel Universe, demolishing all in its path, only a handful of heroes can resist the destruction! As Nova learns the ways of war from Drax the Destroyer, the Silver Surfer seeks out his
former master Galactus for aid, the Super-Skrull fights for his son's life and Ronan the Accuser faces Gamora and her woman warriors! Nova and Quasar's army leads the charge, but as heroes fall and Annihilus rises, the universe's one remaining hope may be Thanos, the Mad Titan! Collecting DRAX THE DESTROYER #1-4, ANNIHILATION: PROLOGUE,
ANNIHILATION: NOVA #1-4, ANNIHILATION: SILVER SURFER #1-4, ANNIHILATION: SUPER-SKRULL #1-4, ANNIHILATION: RONAN #1-4, ANNIHILATION #1-6, ANNIHILATION: HERALDS OF GALACTUS #1-2 AND ANNIHILATION: NOVA CORPS FILES.
Millennia ago you knew him as the Punisher. Then, Frank Castle made a deal with the devil to become the Ghost Rider. An alliance with Galactus made him cosmic. And a dark bargain with Thanos made him...dead?! Now, Cosmic Ghost Rider has a time-travel plan for vengeance on his former master. But can even Frank kill...baby Thanos?! Cosmic Ghost Rider
wreaks havoc in Marvel's past, allies with the Guardians of the Galaxy -- and takes on the Avengers alongside Johnny Blaze! But when Frank's only friend is endangered, it's time to take revenge! COLLECTING: Thanos (2016) 13-18, Thanos Annual (2018) 1, Cosmic Ghost Rider (2018) 1-5, Cosmic Ghost Rider Destroys Marvel History (2019) 1-6, Guardians of the
Galaxy (2019) 1-6, Avengers (2018) 22-25, Revenge of the Cosmic Ghost Rider (2019) 1-5; material from Thanos Legacy (2018) 1, Wolverine: Black, White & Blood (2020) 3
A WAR WITH NO END. The man known only as B. is half-mortal and half-God, cursed and compelled to violence...even at the sacrifice of his sanity. But after wandering the world for centuries, the Berzerker may have finally found a refuge – working for the U.S. government to fight the battles too violent and too dangerous for anyone else. In exchange, B. will be
granted the one thing he desires – the truth about his endless blood-soaked existence...and how to end it.
Damned & Deceived
Injustice: Gods Among Us Omnibus
Thanos Imperative
All-New Wolverine by Tom Taylor Omnibus
The Amazing Spider-Man Omnibus Vol. 5
The future of the X-Men is here! Karma. Wolfsbane. Sunspot. Cannonball. Moonstar. Follow their early days at Xavier's School - including battles against Sentinels, the Hellfi re Club, the Brood and more! New recruits Magma, Magik and Cypher fi nd their footing, a deadly rivalry begins with Emma Frost's Hellions - and the Demon
Bear that haunts Dani Moonstar bares his teeth, Bill Sienkiewicz-style! Will the New Mutants survive - and if so, can they make a new friend in the alien Warlock? Plus, the mind-bending debut of Professor X's son, Legion! The unsettling return of a shadow from the past! And the tragic tale that transformed Illyana Rasputin into
Magik! COLLECTING: MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) 4; NEW MUTANTS (1983) 1-34; NEW MUTANTS ANNUAL (1984) 1; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) 100 (A STORY), 149; MARVEL TEAM-UP ANNUAL (1976) 6; UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 160, 167, 180, 189, 192; MAGIK (1983) 1-4
Collects King In Black (2020) #1-5. Darkness reigns! After a campaign of terror across the galaxy, Knull reaches Earth — and he hasn’t come alone! With an army of hundreds of thousands of symbiote dragons at his command, the King in Black is a force unlike any Earth’s heroes have ever faced. Eddie Brock, A.K.A. Venom, has
seen firsthand the chaos that even one of Knull’s monsters can wreak. Can anyone possibly survive this onslaught? Outgunned and outmanned, Earth’s heroes are reeling. It will take everything they’ve got to face the God of the Abyss as he ensnares the planet in everlasting darkness! Donny Cates and Ryan Stegman present the
definitive chapter in their three-year-long VENOM saga that changed everything you thought you knew about symbiotes — and they’re raising the stakes for the entire Marvel Universe! Hail to the king!
In life, Joey Castelo was an ambitious heavyweight boxer, albeit one with few awards to prove his dedication. Death, however, elevates his status in the boxing arena. George Mantaigne, an outcast who lusts for wealth and power, enslaves Joey's spirit, entering him in a series of boxing matches. Experience Joey's struggle to survive
as George leads him into the realms of the World of Darkness.
In his character-defi ning run on DAREDEVIL, Brian Michael Bendis crafted a pulp-fi ction narrative that exploited the Man Without Fear's rich tapestry of characters and psychodrama with an incredibly nuanced, modern approach. Earning an Eisner Award for Best Continuing Series, Bendis and artist Alex Maleev restored Daredevil
to a luster worthy of the all-time greats. In this second and fi nal volume, Bendis and Maleev's run comes to a blistering conclusion with a Daredevil/Black Widow team-up that takes an unforeseen turn; untold tales of Hell's Kitchen past and present -and the inevitable return of Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin of Crime! Plus, Bendis
collaborates with the legendary Bill Sienkiewicz to spin a tale of the Daredevil, Punisher and Spider-Man of the Ultimate Universe! COLLECTING: DAREDEVIL (1998) 61-81, WHAT IF KAREN PAGE HAD LIVED?, ULTIMATE MARVEL TEAM-UP 6-8
2018 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
Mills & Boon Comics
X-men
Necropolis Atlanta
King In Black
Collects Nova (2007) #16-36 and material From I Am An Avenger #3. When the Skrulls’ Secret Invasion hits Earth, Richard Rider must fight to protect his family — but what will happen when the Skrulls infiltrate Project PEGASUS? Prepare for a fan-favorite return! Then, as a War of Kings rages in space, the Nova Corps returns! But stripped of his powers, Rich must somehow stop the plans of the
Worldmind? To do that, he needs power — and it comes from a source that may change his very identity. In the aftermath of the war, the universe is badly damaged — and Nova must hunt down the galaxy’s most wanted man: his old friend Darkhawk! But when he ventures into the mysterious rip in space known as the Fault, Nova will find unexpected allies, a lost love and his most dangerous foe!
Death has released Thanos from her cold embrace, and he plans to repay her by murdering half the universe! But even as the Mad Titan gathers the six Infinity Gems from across the galaxy, assembling them into the Infinity Gauntlet and gaining truly godlike powers, a host of heroes gather to oppose him - including the Silver Surfer, Adam Warlock, Gamora, Drax the Destroyer, Doctor Strange and the
Hulk! Even with Doctor Doom, Galactus and the universe's cosmic powers aiding them, can Marvel's mightiest possibly prevail against Thanos the all-powerful? The fan-favourite cosmic event is collected in its entirety! Collecting: Silver Surfer (1987) 34-38, 40, 44-60; Thanos Quest (1990) 1-2; Infinity Gauntlet 1-6; Cloak & Dagger (1988) 18; Spider-Man (1990) 17; Incredible Hulk (1968) 383-385; Doctor
Strange, Sorcerer Supreme (1988) 31-36; Quasar (1989) 26-27; Sleepwalker (1991) 7
The monumental crossover event that changed Gotham City and the Dark Knight forever collected in one volume for the first time. After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable and ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a citywide turf war in which the strongest prey
on the weak. Batman and his allies including the enigmatic new Batgirl, Nightwing, Oracle and Robin must fight to save Gotham during its darkest hour and return Justice to the destroyed city. Includes Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #116-121, Azrael: Agent of the Bat #51-57, Batman #563-568, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #83-88, Detective Comics #730-735, Catwoman #72-74, Robin #67, The
Batman Chronicles #16-17, Nightwing #35-37, Batman: No Man's Land (Collector's) #1, Batman: No Man's Land Gallery #1, and Young Justice In No Man's Land #1
Collects X of Swords: Creation (2020) #1, X of Swords: Stasis (2020) #1, X of Swords: Destruction (2020) #1, X-Men (2019) #12-15, Excalibur (2019) #13-15, Marauders (2019) #13-15, X-Force (2019) #13-14, New Mutants (2019) #13, Wolverine (2020) #6-7, Cable (2020) #5-6, Hellions (2020) #5-6, X-Factor (2020) #4. A tower. A mission. A gathering of armies. Swords will be drawn in the first epic crossover of
the astonishing Dawn of X! Wolverine, the X-Men, Cable, X-Force, Excalibur, X-Factor, the New Mutants, the Marauders, the Hellions and the rest of Krakoa’s residents will all feel the effects — but which ten mutants will wield the blades? Weapons both new and familiar are drawn from their scabbards as the X-Men prepare to do mythic battle against a truly daunting foe! Jonathan Hickman and his
fellow visionary creators — who have painstakingly put all the pieces into place during Dawn of X — join forces to smash the board!
Cosmic Ghost Rider Omnibus Vol. 1
The Complete Collection
Captain America: the Death of Captain America Omnibus
Dawn of the Age of Apocalypse
X-Men by Chris Claremont & Jim Lee Omnibus Marvel's cosmic superstars return in explosive, widescreen sci-fi style! Annihilus, lord of the Negative Zone, has declared war! And as his unstoppable Annihilation Wave swarms into the Marvel Universe, demolishing all in its path, only a handful of heroes can resist the destruction! Nova learns the ways of war from Drax the Destroyer; the Silver Surfer seeks out his former
master, Galactus, for aid; the Super-Skrull fights for his son's life; and Ronan the Accuser faces Gamora and her woman warriors! Nova and Quasar's army leads the charge -- but as heroes fall and Annihilus rises, the universe's one remaining hope may be Thanos, the Mad Titan! COLLECTING: Drax the Destroyer (2005) 1-4, Annihilation Prologue (2006), Annihilation: Nova (2006)
1-4, Annihilation: Silver Surfer (2006) 1-4, Annihilation: Super-Skrull (2006) 1-4, Annihilation: Ronan (2006) 1-4, Annihilation (2006) 1-6, Annihilation: Heralds of Galactus (2007) 1-2, Annihilation: Nova Corps Files (2006)
X-Men superstars Chris Claremont and Jim Lee bring their legendary run to an earth-shattering crescendo! The X-Men are shanghaled into outer space to outwit a Skrull infiltration and return Princess Lilandra to the throne--while back on Earth, X-Factor must contend with the return of Apocalypse and the loss of Cyclops' son, Nathan Christopher! Then, both teams unite to face
the menace of the Shadow King, leading into an all-new era as the X-Men evolve once again--becoming more than merely Uncanny! And they'll need to be in full fighting form when Magneto gains a cult following, Omega Red returns to menace Wolverine, the time-traveling Bishop joins the team, and the alien Brood assimilate Ghost Rider! All this and Mojo, too--or is it Mojo
II?--as the X-Men's most iconic creators cataplut the team into the 1990s! COLLECTING: UNCANNY X-MEN (1963) 273-280; X-FACTOR (1986) 63-70; :X-MEN (1991) 1-9, 10-11 (A STORIES); GHOST RIDER (1990 26=27.
The entire incendiary epic in one red-hot hardcover! When mad geneticist Mr. Sinister and the demonic N'astirh set their respective master plans in motion, an Inferno engulfs the Marvel Universe! The flames are fanned as Sinister's Marauders attack the X-Men, while a demonic horde preys upon the helpless, horrified populace of New York - and Illyana Rasputin battles for her
soul! But it is Cyclops' estranged wife Madelyne Pryor, now the Goblin Queen, who might turn the Earth into a hellish wasteland! The X-Men, X-Factor and New Mutants face their most harrowing ordeal - and the fires are fought by Spider-Man, Daredevil, the Avengers and more! X-Factor (1986) 33-40; X-Terminators (1988) 1-4; Uncanny X-Men (1981) 239-243; New Mutants
(1983) 71-73; Power Pack (1984) 40, 42-44; Avengers (1963) 298-300; Fantastic Four (1961) 322-324; Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 311-313; Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) 146-148; Web of Spider-Man (1985) 47-48; Daredevil (1964) 262-263, 265; Excalibur (1988) 6-7; Mutant Misadventures of Cloak and Dagger (1988) 4, material from X-Factor Annual (1986) 4
After the Guardians of the Galaxy disbanded, Rocket Raccoon settled into a quiet life with a steady job in a mailroom. But when a killer clown made of sentient wood attacks him at work, the trigger-fingered and quick-witted hero must journey to Planet X - home of his old buddy Groot, the giant tree-creature - in search of answers! The cosmic dream team is reunited at last!
Then: Mojo, bloated entertainment mogul of the Mojoverse, battles Rocket Raccoon and Groot...onstage! It's a high-stakes campy cosmic free-for-all! Plus: get caught up on the early adventures of Rocket and Groot! COLLECTING: Tales to Astonish (1959) 13 (Groot story ), Incredible Hulk (1968) 271, Rocket Raccoon 1-4, Marvel Preview 7 (Sword in the Star story ), Annihilators
1-4 (Rocket Raccoon & Groot stories ), Annihilators : Earthfall 1-4 (Rocket Raccoon & Groot stories )
Conquest Book 1
Batman by Grant Morrison Omnibus
THE UNEXPECTED BRIDE
Infinity Gauntlet Omnibus
Daredevil by Brian Michael Bendis & Alex Maleev Omnibus

The Dark Knight has fallen, sacrificing himself in the Final Crisis to defeat the ultimate evil. Tim Drake has laid down the mantle of Robin to search the world for a sign that his mentor can be brought back from oblivion. Now collecting the entirety of this epic saga, this second of three omnibus collections introduces Batman to his son, Damian Wayne, and takes the Caped
Crusader from the brink of death to the edge of madness. These blockbuster stories, including the now-classic Batman & Son, Batman- The Black Glove and Batman R.I.P., feature a deconstruction of superhero comics like no other, with a challenging, thought-provoking take on the man behind the cowl. This edition also includes the milestone 700th issue of Batman,
featuring stories spotlighting each of the Batmen from different eras, with art from Andy Kubert, Tony Daniel and Frank Quitely. Collects Batman #700-702, Batman & Robin #1-16 and Batman- The Return of Bruce Wayne #1-6.
Contains material originally published in magazine form as Weapon X #3-4, Generation Next #3-4, Gambit and the X-Ternals #3-4, Astonishing X-Men #4, X-Man #4, X-Calibre #4, Factor X #4, Amazing X-Men #4, X-Universe #2, X-Men Omega #1 and Age of Apocalypse: The Chosen #1.
The next sci-fi epic blasts off here! In the grim aftermath of the Annihilation War, a devastated universe struggles to rebuild. Gripped by fear and paranoia, civilizations have collapsed and entire worlds are now smoking ruins. What is next for the battle weary heroes known as Nova, Peter Quill, and Quasar? What are Ronan's plans for the once-mighty Kree Empire?
Which cosmic characters of the past are about to return? Who is the new hero approaching on the horizon? And what is the new threat that no one suspects? Collects Annihilation: Conquest Prologue, Annihilation: Conquest - Quasar #1-4, Annihilation: Conquest - Starlord #1-4, and Annihilation Saga.
Peter David's fan-favourite run continues, as the Hulk gets an unexpected promotion to leader of the Pantheon! But will their immortal infighting weigh him down? As Rick Jones struggles to save Marlo s life, the Hulk faces threats from Juggernaut to Venom, takes on S.H.I.E.L.D. in a very personal mission, and fights the interstellar Troyjan War! But his greatest enemy
just might be his own future. In a nightmarish dystopia decades away, the despotic Maestro rules with a familiar, gamma-powered fist! And when rage overpowers the Hulk, can he cope with a brand new wrinkle in the Banner/Hulk relationship? All this and the wedding of the century! Collecting: Incredible Hulk (1968) 401-435, Incredible Hulk Annual (1968) 19-20,
Incredible Hulk vs. Venom (1994) 1, Hulk: Future Imperfect (1992) 1-2, Tales to Astonish (1994) 1, Incredible Hulk Ashcan Edition (1994) 1, material from Marvel Holiday Special (1991) 3
Wolverine Omnibus Vol. 2
Nova By Abnett & Lanning
X Of Swords
The Uncanny X-Men Omnibus Vol. 3
New Mutants Omnibus Vol. 1
The entire intergalactic event! When the long-warring Kree and Skrull races unite under a new Emperor and set course for Earth, the Avengers and the Fantastic Four stand in the way! But another alien race is working in the shadows -- and soon the galaxy will face a far deadlier threat than its two most powerful empires combined! As a three-way war rages across Earth, the
effects are felt by Captain Marvel, Venom, the X-Men and more -- and the fallout will be huge for the Avengers and FF! COLLECTING: Incoming 1; Road to Empyre: The Kree/Skrull War 1; Empyre 0 Avengers, Fantastic Four; Empyre 1-6; Empyre Aftermath: Avengers 1; Empyre Fallout: Fantastic Four 1; Lords of Empyre: Emperor Hulkling 1, Celestial Messiah 1, Swordsman 1;
Empyre: X-Men 1-4, Savage Avengers 1, Captain America 1-3, Avengers 1-3; X-Men (2019) 10-11; Fantastic Four (2018) 21-23; Captain Marvel (2019) 18-21; Immortal She-Hulk 1; Web of Venom: Empyre's End 1; Black Panther and the Agents of Wakanda 7-8; Empyre Handbook 1
The best there is, by some of comics' greatest talents! Wolverine and Havok are drawn into a web of espionage in Russia! On the cutthroat island of Madripoor, Wolverine and Jessica Drew take on an evil cult who plans to raise an ancient demon! An old friend's death leads Logan to Nick Fury...but what is the surprising secret under the new Scorpio's mask? Wolverine battles an
unexpected foe in the jungles of the Savage Land -- but when he follows a trail of tainted cocaine to Central America, can a young revolutionary help a sick and infected Logan survive against Tiger Shark? Plus, Wolverine crosses paths with Spider-Man, Hulk, Ghost Rider and more! COLLECTING: Wolverine (1988) 11-30, Havok & Wolverine: Meltdown (1988) 1-4, Wolverine/Nick
Fury: The Scorpio Connection (1989) 1, Wolverine: The Jungle Adventure (1990) 1, Wolverine: Bloodlust (1990) 1, material from Marvel Comics Presents (1988) 38-71
Following the devastation of the Annihilation Wave, the only survivor of the Nova Corps is Richard Rider, known as Nova, who must police the entire galaxy alone, fighting on behalf of the oppressed against injustice.
The explosive outer-space epic that revitalized Marvels cosmos! Drax the Destroyer gets a new look, a fresh purpose  and a surprising friend. But when Annihilus, lord of the Negative Zone, unleashes his monstrous Annihilation Wave on our universe, the galaxys greatest heroes  and some you might call villains  must brace for war! Annihilus opening salvo devastates the
Nova Corps, and Richard Riders life is changed forever! Can he carry the Corps powerful Worldmind alone without going mad? Silver Surfer unites with his fellow heralds to protect Galactus, but what dark bargain must he strike? And a personal mission takes Super-Skrull to the Negative Zone where he faces betrayal! Plus: Quasar takes on Annihilus, and only one will
survive! Collecting DRAX THE DESTROYER #1-4, ANNIHILATION PROLOGUE, ANNIHILATION: NOVA #1-4, ANNIHILATION: SILVER SURFER #1-4 and ANNIHILATION: SUPER-SKRULL #1-4.
Batman: No Man's Land Omnibus Vol. 1
Incredible Hulk by Peter David Omnibus Vol. 3
X-Men: Age of Apocalypse Omnibus
SP 2018 : 21-23 May 2018, San Francisco, California, USA : Proceedings
Annihilation

He wants an heir from her and nothing more… In order to repay her half brother’s debt, Penny marries the Earl of Darleston instead of her twin sister―while hiding the fact that she’s legally blind! Meanwhile, the earl, a war hero and the fantasy of every young maiden, is rushing to get married so that he can pass on his title and inheritance to his
own child. When the earl learns that Penny’s deceived him, he is filled with rage. He proclaims that he will divorce her if she cannot bear him a successor, but then he steals a kiss!
The dangerous cosmic fissure known as The Fault has ripped opened a portal to the Marvel Universe, spilling out the demented forces of a horrific mirror universe where there is no death and life prevails unchecked - the Cancerverse! From this dark realm, the evil Lord Mar-Vell - a twisted version of the legendary Captain Marvel - leads his army to
claim our universe for their own! Nova, the Silver Surfer, Quasar, Gladiator and more of the greatest cosmic champions of the Marvel Universal rise to stop them, but when even they cannot stop the forces of the Cancerverse, the fate of the universe lies in the hands of the cosmos' never-say-die underdogs, the Guardians of the Galaxy! Facing a
threat like none other, Star-Lord and company cook up an all-or-nothing plan to bring their prisoner, the mad titan Thanos, into the Cancerverse to unleash hell! With everything on the line, the fate of the universe rests in the hands of one of Marvel's greatest villains!
"Y: The last man created by Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra."
Peter David's first, transformative X-FACTOR run in one volume! Havok, Polaris, Quicksilver, Multiple Man, Wolfsbane and Strong Guy are the all-new, all-different X-Factor! Sanctioned by the U.S. government to protect humans from mutants -- and vice versa -- they take on threats including Mister Sinister and his Nasty Boys, the Mutant Liberation
Front and...the Incredible Hulk?! But their most challenging encounter is on the couch of super hero psychiatrist, Doc Samson! Whether it's battling the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants in the shadow of Genosha, or clashing with X-Force during the X-Cutioner's Song saga, this unlikely band of heroes have team chemistry like nothing you've ever seen -and a unique style of humor that makes this series a true classic! COLLECTING: X-Factor (1986) 55, 70-92; X-Factor Annual (1986) 7-8; Incredible Hulk (1968) 390-392; material from X-Factor Annual (1986) 5-6; New Mutants Annual (1984) 6
Annihilation - Conquest
Annihilation Omnibus
The Complete Collection Vol. 2
Annihilation Book Three
Empyre Omnibus

The epic collection of the cosmic event concludes! One empire has fallen. Two heroes are dead. It all comes together here! Individually, the Silver Surfer, Super-Skrull, Ronan and Nova have faced down the Annihilation Wave...and lost! Now, they must unite those who remain or die by Annihilus' hand! The Annihilation has
only begun! Plus: Get caught up on all of the players in the Annihilation event - Annihilus, Nova, Ronan, the Silver Surfer, the Super-Skrull, Thanos and more - courtesy of the Xandarian Worldmind files of the Nova Corps! Collects Annihilation #1-6, Annihilation: Heralds of Galactus #1-2 and the Annihilation: The Nova
Corps Files handbook.
Superman is Earth's greatest hero. But when the Man of Steel can't protect the thing he holds most dear, he decides to stop trying to save the world-and start ruling it. Things in the DC Universe have changed after Superman is tricked into destroying the one thing he loves the most. Now unwilling to let crime go
unpunished, the heroes of our world must choose if they are with Superman or against him. But not every country will submit to his new world order and neither will Superman's greatest threat-Batman! And the Dark Knight will use any method at his disposal to stop his former friend from reshaping the world in his
shattered image. Injustice Gods Among Us Omnibus Vol. 1 collects the earth-shattering first three years of the massively popular series written by fan favorite author Tom Taylor (Injustice, Friendly Neighborhood Spider-Man) and with art by rising stars Mike S. Miller and Bruno Redondo! Collects Injustice- Gods Among
Us #1-12 + Annual #1, Injustice- Gods Among Us- Year Two #1-12 + Annual #1 and Injustice- Gods Among Us- Year Three #1-12 + Annual #1
Experience some of the greatest stories the X-Men franchise has to offer! It's milestone after mutant milestone, beginning with the complete Brood Saga! Then, Chris Claremont rises to find perhaps his most poignant and challenging expression of the mutant metaphor in "God Loves, Man Kills." His work with Frank
Miller on Wolverine skyrocketed the character's popularity, setting the stage for his breakout as a global icon. And the X-Men classics continue with a look into Professor X's past with Magneto, Kitty Pryde and Colossus' growing romance, Illyana Rasputin's transformation into Magik, chilling encounters with Dracula,
Rogue's debut with the X-Men, the first appearance of the Morlocks and the wedding of Cyclops and Madelyne Pryor! COLLECTING: UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 154-175, X-MEN ANNUAL (1971) 6-7, MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) 5, WOLVERINE (1982) 1-4, SPECIAL EDITION X-MEN (1983) 1, MAGIK (1983) 1-4
You know her as X-23...Laura to her few friends. But when her mentor Logan falls, she will honor his legacy -- and become the all-new Wolverine! Now, thrill to superstar writer Tom Taylor's complete adventures of Laura Kinney, the best there is at what she does! Laura was created to be a weapon, but has finally escaped
that dark past. However, uncovering a devastating secret from her origins will change her life! She's about to take on a protégée of her own -- but who is the girl called Gabby, and what's her connection to Laura? As Wolverine sets down roots, she makes new friends including Doctor Strange, the Guardians of the
Galaxy...and Deadpool? But who are the Orphans of X -- and why have they marked her for death? COLLECTING: All-New Wolverine (2015) 1-35, All-New Wolverine Annual (2016) 1, Generations: Wolverine & All-New Wolverine (2017) 1
X-Factor by Peter David Omnibus Vol. 1
Caravan of Shadows
In the City of Gold and Silver
Guardians of the Galaxy by Abnett & Lanning Omnibus
The Shoah
All that stands in the way of universal disaster is an unlikely band of cosmic misfits: the Guardians of the Galaxy, retooled for the 21st Century! Star-Lord, Gamora, Drax the Destroyer, Rocket Raccoon, Groot, Adam Warlock, Mantis and the all-new Quasar - together with
Cosmo the telepathic space dog - take on the universe's most dangerous menaces! COLLECTING: GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2008) 1-25; THANOS IMPERATIVE: IGNITION 1, 1-6, DEVASTATION 1; MATERIAL FROM ANNIHILATORS 1-4; MATERIAL FROM ANNIHILATORS: EARTHFALL 1-4
When the British decide to subdue Lucknow, the beautiful "city of gold and silver" in Oudh, India, Hazrat Mahal, the fourth wife of the ruler, becomes a leader in the resistance.
Y: the Last Man Omnibus
X-Men: Inferno Omnibus
Charnel Houses of Europe
BRZRKR Vol. 1
Rocket Raccoon & Groot
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